
I’m sure that every industry sees its fair share of changes and advancements, as well as its 

fair share of trends and fads.  However, for the fitness and exercise industry this is 

especially true.  As industry professionals we must filter through all the latest and 

greatest, making wise choices.  These choices have a profound impact on clients and 

participants programming.  We’ve all seen great new innovations that stir up all sorts of 

interest, energy, new research, often controversy, and perhaps even helped to spawn the 

next great trend.  It’s our responsibility to our clients, and it’s necessary for the long term 

survival of our fitness businesses to roll with these trends and fads and grab a hold of 

them when appropriate but phase out and move to the next when its time.  It’s also 

important that we can recognize which of these fads might actually stand the test of time 

and make a long term impact on the nature of what we do.  Case in point; metabolic 

conditioning or MET CON. 

 

Metabolic Conditioning is nothing new.  This is simply a term used to describe a training 

method with a primary goal of targeting the body’s three main energy pathways.  We’ve 

been doing this in the industry for decades now.  Isn’t that just ‘cardio’ training?  So why 

the sudden change in terminology?  Well, in the past about 15 years there has been a huge 

up rise in the use of strength, callisthenic, or power implements in training these energy 

pathways, while the more traditional approach of walking, running, biking, swimming etc 

is no longer the only method deployed.  In fact, there has developed a sort of dichotomy 

between the more traditional approach and this ‘new’ met con approach. So much so that 

we’ve recently seen the emergence of yet another term used to describe the more standard 

run, bike, swim type of activities; Monostructural Training.  So now, the word ‘cardio’ 

training has become somewhat a thing of the past.  Exercise targeted at training the 

foundations of any one of the three energy systems, which was for as long as I can 

remember, referred to as ‘Cardio’ is now either met con, describing the use of circuits 

and many different activities to achieve the desired goal, and monostructural, used to 

describe the use of the more standard modalities. 

 

So let’s properly define Met Con.  Basically, when developing met con programs we’re 

looking to put exercises together in specific arrangements designed to maximize the 

body’s ability to store and then call upon energy from the various energy pathways.  

Some sports require tremendous efficiency in one pathway alone, and training should 

obviously reflect that, but often life and many sports demand that we’re prepared for the 

unknowable and thus require energy from all pathways.  Training should reflect this and 

be as varied as possible.  Proponents of met con methods are quite often looking for very 

efficient training as well (biggest bang for the buck) and so many focus heavily on higher 

intensity intervals.  It’s been shown many times that training in an anaerobic ‘zone’ will 

provide positive aerobic outcomes, while the reverse is not true, and therefore most met 

con programs have enough intensity and a short enough duration to focus mostly on the 

Glycolytic, and sometimes ATP-CP systems.  For a review of the energy systems see the 

chart below. 

  



 

 

 ATP-PC Glycolytic Aerobic System 

Time To Peak 

Power 

<1 sec. 20 sec. 2-3 min. 

Maintenance of 

Peak 

10 sec. 20 sec. 3 min. 

Total Capacity 10-30 sec. 1-2 min. Hours 

Full Time for 

Recovery 

3 min. 1-2 hr. 24-48hrs 

½ Time for 

Recovery 

30 sec. 15-20 min 5-6 hrs. 

 

 

As mentioned, there are many different programs, businesses, certification options and 

methodologies that are capitalizing on the use of this new met con formula for their 

programming.  Many of these are attracting huge followings and showing great success.  

This alone warrants serious attention from all industry insiders.  Examples of structured 

programs and business models that employ this methodology, at least in part, in their 

daily exercise planning are Soldiers of Fitness, Bikini Boot Camp, Seals Training, and 

MMA Conditioning.  We can also see examples of nearly every manufacturer and 

distributor of exercise equipment, such as swiss balls, BOSU, Body Blades, and TRX, 

creating examples of how their equipment can be used for fantastic met con programs.  

Of course all of these tools and programs can be used for phenomenal met con programs.  

None, however, have received the same following world-wide, as CrossFit.  This 

particular methodology, because of its huge success, has stirred up more interest and 

intense scrutiny than any other.  CrossFit, as well as some of the others, utilizes higher 

rep, shorter duration, and all functional movements, put together in time domain 

workouts (do this much work in this much time) or modal domain workouts (do this 

much work as fast as possible).  This creates an intensity that is relatively unrivalled in 

other methodologies.  Crossfit does not, however, utilize this type of programming to the 

exclusion of monostructural methods, as is also true with many of the other programs.  

Monostructural movements are both encouraged and widely used, making met con a 

simple tool in a large tool box. 

 

So now we’ve got two schools of thought.  Many in the profession have adopted both 

Met Con and Monostructural training and utilise either in their programming, while 

others, like always, camp out at one end of the spectrum or the other.  Either way, the use 

of circuit type training and the many claims that it’s as effective as the more traditional 

approach in developing efficiency in cardiovascular realms is creating quite a stir with 

both participants and industry insiders.  My purpose in writing this is not to support or 

deny any claimed benefits or to provide my feelings on which are more effective.  My 

feeling, with just about any exercise methodology is simply that there is no bad exercise; 

just proper or poorly prescribed exercise.  So met con and monostructural, in this writers 

opinion, are both worthy of attention.  We as professionals simply need to be aware of 



who we’re providing the programming to, what their goals are, and provide the safest and 

most effective environment so each individual, as a unique being, can succeed. 

 

The purpose here is to provide a framework, specific to met con methodologies, so that 

we can employ these concepts and ideas in the most effective and safe manner possible.  

To outline this, here are my rules of thumb for participation in met con programming. 

 

1. Mind your Intensity.  Greg Glassman of CrossFit fame defines intensity as the one 

exercise variable most commonly associated with maximizing your rate of return 

on favourable adaptations.  In other words, intensity is where the results are.  It’s 

hard to argue that point.  Haven’t we all had clients or participants at one point or 

another who simply go through the motions without any real effort?  We all know 

these people don’t accomplish their goals nearly as quickly as those who work 

hard.  This intensity, however, needs to be properly balanced with the right ratio 

of recovery.  This is not only true within the development of the program, but also 

in the recovery and lifestyle guidelines presented to a client.  Improper recovery 

within the workout design increases injury potential, and improper recovery 

between workouts will limit the client’s ability to maintain any level of real 

intensity for the next workout.  Managing intensity is also an important precursor 

to my next point, managing form failure. 

2. Form Failure.  Our nervous system remembers the last rep.  If the last rep is a 

poor movement, your body remembers that as the way it should be done.  

Repeating this time and again, no matter how proficient the majority of 

movements within the workout, will eventually lead to faulty motor engram 

development.  Doing so for functional movements will cause faults to repeat 

during tasks of daily living.  So, form failure at the end of workouts increases 

injury potential; not only within the workout itself but also in life.  This is one of 

the main reasons why, when doing heavy lifting days, particularly with complex 

and compound movements such as Olympic lifts, if you fail the last rep a wise 

strategy is to decease the load and do one final, perfect rep to ensure your nervous 

system remembers the last ‘good’ rep.  So ask yourself, if you’re working for a 

relatively long workout, with relatively heavy loads, at high intensities what’s 

going to happen to your technique on complex movements towards the end of that 

workout?  Be mindful.  This is a fine balancing act and it takes time and precise 

attention to master the line between intensity, effectiveness and safety. 

3. Focus on Fundamental Movements.  Runs, compound movements such as 

Olympic lifts and Olympic lift variants, and gymnastics exercises such as air 

squats and pull ups should be included in the majority of your met con workouts.  

As an example, contrast the following two workouts: 

A. As many reps/rounds as possible in 10 minutes of 20 burpess and 20 

Kettlebell swings 

B. As many reps/rounds as possible in 10 minutes of 200m run and 5 clean and 

jerks at 135lbs. 

Both will be very taxing however it could be suggested that workout B will be 

more effective as it requires and develops more skill and strength to finish 

quickly.  Those who master the basics of weightlifting and incorporate these into 



their training more often adapt more quickly to secondary movements like 

burpees and KB swing, whereas burpee enthusiasts tend to struggle with the more 

complex functional movements. 

4. Work Into It. Anyone can do this.  Will just about anyone off the street walk into 

a met con environment and hammer out the same met con workout as a seasoned 

exercise veteran?  Definitely not.  So be sure to work your clients at a safe 

intensity and balance that intensity with doable movements.  A great example of 

this can also be taken from the CrossFit world.  One of their standard workouts is 

called Helen.  The standard prescription for Helen is as follows: 

3 rounds as fast as possible of: 

 400m run 

 21 Kettlebell Swings  (KBS) at 1.5P (24Kg or 53lbs) 

 12 pull ups 

 Consider the following as a few ways to ease into this for people at various levels: 

A. 3 rounds as fast as possible – 2 min rest between rounds 

100m run/100m walk x 2 (400 m total) 

15 KBS at .75P 

12 Jumping Pullups 

B. 3 rounds as fast as possible – 1 min rest between rounds 

200m run 

21 KBS at 1P 

12 band/assisted pullups 

C. 3 rounds as fast as possible 

400m run 

21 KBS at 1P 

12 Kipping Pullups 

 The same can work in the other direction as well.  Let’s call it a Heavy Helen: 

  3 rounds as fast as possible of: 

   400m run 

   21 KBS at 2P 

   12 weighted pull ups 

5. Do Supplemental Strength Work – Be Strong.  Those who move quickly must be 

strong.  By its very nature, met con workouts need to be performed with an 

element of speed.  It is essential for all athletes to have strength enough across all 

joints to properly maintain dynamic posture during any speed movement.  Those 

who move quickly without the necessary strength to support joint integrity 

through full ranges of motion at high speeds run the risk of injury.  Supplemental 

strength work (i.e. heavy power lifts and heavy Olympic lifts) are key to 

maintaining strength that mitigates the forces created during typical met con 

programs. 

6. Do Complementary/Corrective Style Movements – Be Stable.  Likewise, joints 

must maintain their proper positioning (posture/joint tensegrity).  All well 

designed strength programs will contain some degree of complementary 

movements such as shoulder rotation work, hip/low back stability, and midline 

stabilization.  These should be exercised both within the met con workouts but 



also on their own to ensure proper strength and stability specific to each joint 

independent of the others. 

7. Vary Your Modes.  It’s widely known that someone who excels at distance 

running may, although using the same energy system, flounder at biking or 

swimming.  Same is true for met con workouts using the same movements over 

and over again.  Be sure to use strength/weightlifting movements such as 

deadlifts, cleans and snatches, or overhead lifts, as well as gymnastics movements 

like air squats, pull ups, or handstands, and don’t forget the monostructural 

benefits that can be realised through the inclusion of running, biking, skipping or 

rowing.  The list of options is huge.  Do what you hate to do… that’s likely the 

thing you most need to do. 

8. Vary Your Format.  Standard met con workouts tend to fall into a few different 

categories, although the possibilities are limited only by your creative energies.  

Standard categories are time domain (X movements in this much time), Modal 

Domain (X movements in as little time as possible), interval format (i.e. Tabata - 

8 rounds of 20 sec high intensity movement with 10 sec rest between rounds – 4 

min total), or the chipper in which you complete a set number of reps of one 

exercise before moving on to a set number of reps of another, etc until you’ve 

completed X reps of X number of movements.  As with your choice of modes, to 

create well rounded fitness and to ensure that you train your energy systems in as 

many varied ways as possible (to be prepared for that unknowable task) requires 

that you consistently change how you design the exercise session. 

9. Vary Your Time Domains.  To quote Greg Glassman again, we suffer at the 

margins of our own experience.  To paraphrase, if we confine our workouts to the 

same approximate length of time each day, we’ll likely excel at activities of that 

length.  Anything outside of that time (shorter or longer) will cause us to suffer.  

Workouts need to be quite long on occasion, and very short on occasion (less than 

a few minutes) to ensure that we’re able to perform on tasks of any reasonable 

length. 

10. Vary Your Loads.  As above, if you always lift light, you likely won’t be able to 

lift heavy.  If you always lift heavy, you’ll suffer when asked to lift high reps.  If 

you never go above 30 reps or under 10 reps, you’ll suffer outside those 

parameters.  Variety is key.  Go outside your comfort zone (within reason) as 

often as possible. 

11. Be Creative.  Creativity in programming is essential for any client’s ability to feel 

inspired and to desire continued participation.  A common pitfall, however, is for 

the training professional to allow creativity to overshadow the real purpose of the 

training plan.  Movements need a purpose.  Movements need to occur in a 

systemized and thought out order.  There must be a degree of science that goes 

along with the art of programming.  Know the ‘why’ of your program 

development. 

12. Consider Bio-Individuality.  No matter how well prepared our met con 

programming may be, or how effectively we cater the training to individual 

clients, the reality remains that this form of higher intensity strength based 

interval training is simply not appropriate for all individuals.  Consider the unique 

needs of each person, as well as their unique goals and their unique psychology.  



Some just won’t enjoy this and some simply won’t do well with it.  This is true 

for absolutely every exercise methodology and modality.  Know your client’s 

history, ability, and lifestyle. 

 

Please consider that my intent here is not to describe effective training for specific 

endeavours.  For example, triathletes need to train run, bike and swim.  These three 

elements have a certain level of skill (swimming especially).  Even the most fit individual 

will struggle to win a triathlon next to a person that has trained the specific skills 

involved in open water swims, transitions, road/time trial cycling, and proper fuelling and 

hydrating for distance runs.  This is true for every sport.  It would be irresponsible to 

suggest that the met con strategies described above, although arguable very effective for 

developing aerobic capacity, should replace the monostructural training necessary to 

perform at a high level in monostructural dominated sports.  That would be like 

suggesting you could become a great javelin thrower by throwing baseballs.  The energy 

system utilization may be similar, but they’re simply not the same thing.  The suggestion 

is that, for those not looking to develop sport specific skills, but instead high level overall 

fitness, met con might be an effective, fun, and if done properly, safe alternative to the 

traditional exercise formula and those athletes in more monostructural dominate sports 

can benefit from met con strategies alongside their regular training regime.  This can aid 

their development of strength, power and speed while still maintaining a primary focus 

on energy system training.  In the long run, more effort might need to be put to the 

development of a system in which both can be effectively married. 


